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Abstract

Background – In utero surgery was used to correct a surgically induced model of congenital diaphragmatic hernia (CDH) in premature and term lambs, resulting in an improvement in lung mechanics at birth.

Methods – The differences between the in utero “patch” repair method and the “silo” repair method were assessed in 55 lambs by measuring the static respiratory system compliance (CST, RS) at birth in term (approximately 145 day) and in premature (128 day) animals.

Results – Both methods resulted in similar improvements in CST, RS in term lambs, but in premature lambs only the silo method produced an increase in compliance. Comparisons of specific compliance related to length or birth weight did not alter these findings; however, corrections related to lung weight or a measure of lung volume showed there was no difference between any experimental groups in either term or premature lambs.

Conclusions – These findings suggest that there was no difference in the intrinsic compliance of the lung tissue between normal, un repaired and repaired animals, and that the differences in respiratory system compliance measured at birth may be due primarily to differences in lung size. The silo repair method appears to provide an earlier improvement in CST, RS than the patch repair method.

Congenital diaphragmatic hernia (CDH) affects between one in 2200 and one in 5000 births, and many more are thought to die in utero due to lethal developmental effects on other organ systems associated with CDH.

Despite advances in neonatal ventilation, the use of extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO), and the use of postnatal surgical repair, 50–80% of those born alive die soon after birth.2,4 Although recent data suggest that a period of prolonged preoperative stabilisation improves outcome,5,7 not all infants benefit from postnatal surgery. In some cases compliance deteriorates after surgery, interfering with respiratory efforts,9 while in others compression of both ipsilateral and contralateral lungs by the herniated viscera has already produced such severe pulmonary hypoplasia that death is inevitable.

In an attempt to improve the poor prognosis of infants born with CDH, surgical intervention in utero has been advocated. Harrison et al6 described one method for in utero repair of CDH using a flat Gortex patch which is sutured into the defect following reduction of the herniated viscera. However, this method has several disadvantages. Firstly, abdominal pressure rises due to the volume of the viscera returned to the abdomen, requiring the creation of an abdominal wall defect to maintain normal abdominal pressure;6 this additional surgery increases the complexity of the fetal repair procedure. Secondly, growth of the repaired diaphragm may be impaired by the fixed area of the patch. Thirdly, the patch technique is unsuitable in those cases with herniated liver in the chest since retraction of liver into the abdomen may kink and obstruct the ductus venosus and lead to fetal death. The liver is in the chest in approximately 50% of cases of CDH that are diagnosed in utero,8–10 and it has been reported that this group will have a 90% mortality at birth when there is no antenatal intervention.11,12 Finally, after in utero surgery in human fetuses uncontrollable premature labour often occurs,13 so the method to be used should have the best chance of improving lung compliance quickly.

A different technique, using a more gradual reduction of the viscera over several weeks of fetal development, might allow for repair without acute ductal kinking and improve the survival in this group with liver herniated into the chest. Thus, an alternative “silo” method of in utero correction of diaphragmatic hernia has been developed.11,12 This method involves the wrapping of aSilastic intrathoracic chimney or silo around the herniated tissue and suturing the edges of the chimney to the perimeter of the diaphragmatic defect.11 With continuing fetal growth, diaphragmatic size and thoracic volume increase relative to the silo volume thereby providing increased space for lung growth and the gradual (relative) reduction of the herniated liver.12

The aim of the study was to compare the effects of in utero silo and patch repair methods of CDH on the respiratory system compliance (CST, RS) measured in premature and full term lambs at birth.

Methods

TREATMENT GROUPS

Static respiratory system compliance was
measured in two series of lambs – full term and premature – that had undergone either patch or silo repair of a surgically created diaphragmatic hernia. These lambs were compared with normal (unoperated) lambs and lambs in which the hernia was not corrected.

Seventy eight Merino Poll Dorset sheep were date bred for use in these experiments. A total of 55 lambs were taken to completion of the experimental protocols. Thirty two lambs were taken to near full term (145 days gestation) and 23 lambs were delivered prematurely (128 days). Fifteen lambs aborted or were stillborn prior to delivery, and eight lambs were removed from the study due to failure to retain the surgically induced defect or because of other technical failures. In one term (uncorrected) lamb the compliance could not be calculated because of technical problems.

Studies received ethical approval from the Women’s and Children’s Hospital animal ethics committee.

**SURGERY**

Full details of the surgical procedures for hernia creation and correction for both types of surgery are given elsewhere. Briefly, following general anaesthesia, the fetal diaphragm was exposed. The diaphragmatic hernia was surgically created at 72–74 days gestation by incising the left hemidiaphragm from the mediastinum to the lateral chest wall. The intestine was gently pulled into the chest. The fetal body wall and the uterus were closed and amniotic fluid was replaced with warmed amniotic fluid and sodium lactate solution containing antibiotics. The ewe was given postoperative analgesia and antibiotics.

At 107–108 days the hernia was repaired by either the patch or silo repair methods. Both methods utilise 0.020 inch Dacron-reinforced Silastic sheeting (Dow Corning No. 501–3). In the patch method, which is carried out through the abdomen, a flat Silastic sheet is cut to size and directly sutured into the defect from below after shifting herniated viscera into the abdomen. A further patch is placed in the abdominal wall. In the silo repair, which is carried out through a thoracic incision, the Silastic sheet is wrapped around the herniated viscera in situ and the silo of Silastic so formed is sutured at its base to the edge of the hernia.

**RESPIRATORY SYSTEM MECHANICS**

Lambs were intubated before removal from the uterus and before the first breath with a 4 mm (premature group) or 5 mm (term group) cuffed endotracheal tube (Malincrodt). After suctioning of the tube and trachea the lamb was ventilated using a Baby Bird ventilator. Inspiratory pressure was limited to 20 cm H$_2$O for all full term lambs and 10 cm H$_2$O for all premature lambs. A rectal temperature probe was inserted and body temperature maintained at 38°C with a heating pad. When necessary, additional barbiturate anaesthesia (intravenous Nembutral) was given. Body weight, crown–rump length, and other morphological measurements were recorded at time of death. Lambs were either killed by barbiturate overdose after ventilation for 30 minutes, or had already died on the ventilator (mean (SD) time to death was 28·3 (4·5) minutes for term lambs and 21·3 (6·9) minutes for premature lambs). The endotracheal tube opening was then attached to the pressure transducer and syringe system.

**COMPLIANCE MEASUREMENT**

Pressure at the mouth was measured with a differential pressure transducer (Validyne DP15-30). Volume change was achieved using a syringe attached via three-way taps to the endotracheal tube.

Measurements were recorded on a Gould 2400 chart recorder. A volume history was established by injection and withdrawal three times of the gas volume corresponding to the maximum pressure (10 cm H$_2$O for premature and 20 cm H$_2$O for full term) allowed for that lamb. The volume injected to reach the maximum inspiratory pressure was recorded and used as a measure of lung volume. All volume and pressure measures were taken during deflation from maximum pressure, and deflations were repeated to produce at least three similar pressure–volume curves per animal. Deflation from the maximum volume proceeded in five equal volume decrements — that is, to 80%, 60%, 40%, 20%, and 0% of maximum volume. The pressure associated with each volume reduction was measured after the pressure trace had maintained a plateau for 15 seconds to allow for stress relaxation. The time taken to reach this plateau was from 30 seconds to several minutes. All in situ compliance measurements were completed within 20–30 minutes of death. At the end of compliance testing the transducer zero and gain settings were rechecked. Compliance of the test apparatus alone was less than 0.0026 ml/cm H$_2$O (1 ml/cm H$_2$O = 9.8 x 10$^{-3}$ kPa). Before and after each pressure–volume profile the test apparatus was checked for leaks.

Compliance was calculated as the mean slope (linear regression) of the three pressure–volume curves, and curves were constructed after discarding the 100% and 0% pressure–volume points.

In both the term and premature series of lambs the raw compliance values were also “corrected” for the influence of (i.e. divided by) the individual body weight or length, or the individual lung wet weight, or the lung volume that produced the maximum allowed inspiratory pressure.

**MORPHOLOGY**

After completion of compliance measurements the lungs were removed and whole and left and right lungs weighed. Lamb length was measured as crown–rump length.

**DATA ANALYSIS**

Data were analysed using SigmaStat (Jandel).
Comparisons between groups were made by one way ANOVA using the Student–Neuman–Keuls procedure for multiple comparisons of groups. When parametric assumptions were not satisfied by the data the Kruskall–Wallis one way ANOVA was used with Dunn’s test for multiple comparisons. The significance level was set at p < 0.05.

**Results**

The static respiratory system compliance (CST,RS) values for full term and premature lambs are summarised in the figure. At both gestations the mean compliance of the uncorrected lambs was significantly less than the mean value in normal lambs (p < 0.05). In both the term and premature lambs the silo correction produced a significant increase (p < 0.05) in mean compliance compared with uncorrected lambs. However, the mean CST,RS following patch correction was significantly greater than the mean value in uncorrected lambs only in the term lambs; in the premature series there was no difference to the uncorrected lambs.

There were no significant differences in mean lamb body weights or body lengths in the four groups of term lambs (table). Similarly, there were no significant differences in mean weights or lengths in the premature series of lambs (table). Therefore, when the raw CST,RS values within either the term or premature series of lambs were “corrected” the individual body weights or lengths there was no change in the relative compliance relationships between treatment groups – they remained as described above. In contrast, when CST,RS was corrected for lung weight there were no statistical differences between any of the treatment groups and normal lambs within either the full term or the premature lamb series. Similarly, when corrected for the measure of lung gas volume, no differences in corrected mean compliance were apparent within either series.

**Discussion**

**COMPARISON OF SILO AND PATCH REPAIR OF CDH**

This study has measured respiratory system compliance in 23 premature and 31 term lambs after repair of diaphragmatic hernia. It has demonstrated that in term lambs the improvements in respiratory system compliance provided by either repair method are comparable —
that is, the CST,RS was significantly improved following in utero surgical repair of the hernia by either the silo or patch methods (figure, a). In premature lambs, however, the silo repair method resulted in significantly improved CST,RS values compared with the patch repair method (figure, b), suggesting that silo repair may confer an additional compliance advantage in those born prematurely.

**POTENTIAL FETAL SURGERY: BENEFITS FOR CDH**

Because of the high mortality in infants born with CDH, attention is now being focused on in utero repair as it is reasoned that earlier repair of the defect may improve lung development and subsequent progress. A repair technique commonly used is the patch technique, developed in lambs by Harrison et al.8 An alternative method (Ford et al10) is the silo repair which may be less complex and potentially reduces the risk of premature labour. In addition, the silo method has the potential of being used in those infants with herniated liver in the chest—a group with the worst prognosis.10 In the latter group the silo repair aims to avoid the acute kinking of the ductus venosus that is associated with the patch repair by allowing the gradual reduction of the herniated liver.11 12 Nevertheless, this study was unable to specifically address the difficulties of correcting a hernia with a large volume of liver in the chest as only two lambs had herniated liver at the time of repair.

The study design aimed to compare directly the effects of the patch and silo methods of CDH repair on static respiratory system compliance to determine whether the silo method, with its gradual (relative) reduction in hernia size with fetal growth, was comparable in its respiratory effects to the patch method, especially as many of the human fetuses treated antenatally have been born prematurely.

**CHOICE OF INSPIRATORY PRESSURES**

Several considerations dictated the choice of 20 cm H2O inspiratory pressures in term lambs and 10 cm H2O in premature lambs. Kent et al14 reported lung compliance studies in eight term lambs with surgically created CDH. Two lambs in that study died from pneumothorax when inflating pressures exceeded 30 cm H2O. In their series of term lambs with CDH deLuca et al15 reported a highly significant increase in pulmonary interstitial emphysema when higher transpulmonary pressures were used during ventilation. For these reasons the maximum inspiratory pressure was limited to 20 cm H2O in term lambs. Because of the potentially greater risk of lung barotrauma in the premature lambs studied close to the time of surgical correction of their diaphragmatic hernia, inspiratory pressures in these lambs were limited to 10 cm H2O.

Limiting pressures in this way may have resulted in a degree of airway non-recruitment, leading to an underestimation of CST,RS. However, each of the treatment groups within the term and premature series received the same pressure limitation so that the relative differences between groups are likely to remain valid.

**SPECIFIC COMPLIANCE: CORRECTIONS**

Conventionally, “raw” compliance values are corrected to body or lung size to allow comparison between subjects of varying size.16 The parameters most commonly used for this purpose are body weight/length and functional residual capacity (FRC).17

In this study the correction of raw CST,RS values by body weight or length would not be expected to alter any differences found within the premature or term lamb series since within a series there were no statistical differences in lamb length or weight. Thus the raw CST,RS values were essentially divided by a constant, making this “correction” meaningless. This result supports that the corrections are not a vital factor in body growth in utero.

In contrast, when the raw CST,RS values were “corrected” for lung weight or for the volume of the lung at maximum distending pressure (term: 20 cm H2O; premature: 10 cm H2O) no difference in the corrected CST,RS values was found between normal and uncorrected term or premature lambs or between uncorrected and silo or patch repaired lambs. This latter result suggests that the relative differences in raw CST,RS values observed between the normal, uncorrected, and repaired lambs in either the term or premature series are predominantly due to differing lung size rather than intrinsic differences in respiratory system compliance.

The contribution of hypoplastic areas of the lung to CST,RS is likely to be small. Measurement of CST,RS is by the assessment of mouth pressures at differing lung volumes. Mouth pressure (in the absence of muscle contraction) reflects the total recoil pressure of those areas of lung whose airways are patent. The contribution of a hypoplastic poorly ventilated area to the total lung recoil pressure may therefore be overshadowed by the contribution of the patent “normal” areas.

**COMPARISON OF VALUES OF RESPIRATORY SYSTEM COMPLIANCE WITH OTHER STUDIES**

Davis et al18 have reported higher mean respiratory system compliance values in normal lambs (1.97 ml/cm H2O/kg) than those found in this study (0.58 ml/cm H2O/kg). In the former study, however, the lambs were alive and breathing spontaneously. In contrast, in this study pressure and volume changes were recorded after death. Wohl et al19 reported that, after death, the cessation of blood flow affects vascular bed turidity. Smooth muscle and chest wall muscle tone will also be altered.19 Each of these factors could alter the pressure and volume values recorded. Glick et al20 recently reported mean uncorrected compliance values of 8 ml/cm H2O in 10 excised lamb lungs immediately after death. The mean CST,RS values found in the study reported here are lower. Insufficient detail was given in the study by Glick et al20 to allow determination of what
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factors might be responsible for this difference, and the chest wall compliance in newborns is small enough to have little bearing on the total respiratory system compliance. However, there appeared to be no volume history performed prior to the pressure-volume measurement. It also appears that lung compliance was measured during the first inflation-deflation manoeuvre after delivery, at which time compliance will be changing rapidly.

Whatever the reasons are for the different absolute compliance values between this study and previous studies, the clear respiratory system compliance differences found between the normal, uncorrected, and repaired lamb groups in our study remain.

LIMITATIONS OF THE MODEL

Although this sheep model of CDH mimics many of the aspects of CDH in the human infant, clearly caution must be used in the rigid extrapolation of findings in animals to the human fetus. A surgically created hernia cannot replicate a naturally occurring one, which is initiated at an earlier stage of fetal and lung development. This is especially true in the more severe forms of CDH which also involve defects in other organs - for example, heart, vertebrae, vasculature.

The lamb model of CDH does, however, have merit for developing surgical repair techniques. In normal human lung development the lung returns to the abdominal cavity in the tenth week - this is in the pseudoglandular phase and is when herniation can occur. In lambs the timing of lung development is different; the pseudoglandular phase extends to 85-90 days - that is, 60% of gestation. Surgically created diaphragmatic hernias in lambs at 72-74 days gestation are therefore comparable to the human neonate at 10 weeks with regard to the lung developmental stage. Pringle has reported that, at birth, the lungs of both lamb and human neonates with CDH are at the saccular stage and so the developmental stages are again comparable.
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